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Abstract—Spotify is a peer-assisted music streaming service
that has gained worldwide popularity in the past few years.
Until now, little has been published about user behavior in such
services. In this paper, we study the user behavior in Spotify by
analyzing a massive dataset collected between 2010 and 2011.
Firstly, we investigate the system dynamics including session
arrival patterns, playback arrival patterns, and daily variation of
session length. Secondly, we analyze individual user behavior on
both multiple and single devices. Our analysis reveals the favorite
times of day for Spotify users. We also show the correlations
between both the length and the downtime of successive user
sessions on single devices. In particular, we conduct the first
analysis of the device-switching behavior of a massive user base.

1) We find that the session arrivals, playback arrivals, and
session length exhibit strong daily patterns in Spotify.
2) We show that the session arrivals in both 1-hour and
10-minute intervals in Spotify can be modeled as a nonhomogenous Poisson process.
3) We observe strong “inertia” of Spotify users to continue
successive sessions on the same device.
4) We find that most Spotify users have their favorite times
of day to use Spotify.
5) We find the first session length can be used as indicator
for both the successive session length and downtime.
II. DATASET

I. I NTRODUCTION
Spotify – a peer-assisted music streaming service – has
gained worldwide popularity in the past few years. Spotify
provides millions of users instant access to over 20 million
tracks. Our previous studies [1] have introduced the technical
architecture of Spotify and analyzed Spotify’s P2P network
using a one-week dataset. Until now, little has been published
about the user behavior in Spotify. In this paper1 , we conduct
an empirical study of user behavior in Spotify by analyzing a
larger dataset.
User behavior can be fundamentally different in music
streaming and video streaming services, because unlike watching videos, listening to music usually does not require constant
attention from users. Despite the increasing popularity of
music streaming services nowadays, few studies [3] have
examined the user behavior in those services. Such knowledge
is crucial for improving the system design and operation. In
particular, the explosively increasing adoption of smartphones
and tablets urges the understanding of the usage pattern of
music streaming services on mobile platforms.
Our dataset was collected by Spotify between 2010 and
2011, which covers users in Sweden, UK, and Spain. We
study both the system dynamics and individual user behavior
in Spotify. For system dynamics, we investigate the arrival
patterns of user sessions, playbacks, and daily variations of
session length. For individual users, we examine the session
switching patterns on multiple devices, temporal patterns of
user appearances, and correlations of successive sessions. Our
findings are not only key for improving system design and
operation of Spotify, but also provide valuable insights to
understand user behavior in general music streaming systems.
Our main findings include:
1 For

full details of this study, we refer readers to our technical report [2].

A. Trace collection
For this study, we were granted access to the Hadoop cluster
that is used to store and analyze Spotify’s log data. From the
cluster, we extracted session information of Premium users
in July 2010 and March 2011, covering Sweden, UK, and
Spain. The Premium dataset not only enables us to study
long-term user behavior in Spotify, but also allow us to make
comparative studies of user behavior on desktop and mobile
devices possible, as a Premium account was required to use
the smartphone client.
B. Data Sanitization
One issue we observe from our datasets is that a nonnegligible fraction of sessions were logged out due to “idletimeout”. A “idle-timeout” logout happens when the client
fails to send its heartbeat messages for 10 minutes, which
causes it to be logged out by the Spotify server. This can
happen when users experience poor network connections, such
as moving in a building with poor WiFi coverage. When a
client is logged out, it tries to reconnect immediately until a
new connection to the server is established, which in turn will
be logged as a new session.
Sessions generated by this reconnection mechanism do
not reflect user behavior as they are not initiated by users
themselves. Thus, we merge nearby successive sessions that
are separated by “idle-timeout” and have downtime less than
30 seconds. We refer readers to our technical reports for the
details about the selection of the merging threshold. We find
that around 25% and 75% sessions in the original desktop and
mobile datasets can be merged, respectively. The much higher
percentage of merged sessions in mobile dataset is because
mobile users are more likely to experience unstable network
conditions, and mobile clients automatically disconnect 3G
sessions when WiFi becomes available.
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III. S YSTEM DYNAMICS
In this section, we present our analysis of system dynamics
in Spotify. Unless otherwise stated, we present only the results
of the Sweden 2011 dataset, as many findings are similar
among all the countries examined.
A. Session arrival
Strong daily patterns have been observed in both Internet backbone traffic [4] and many P2P systems [5]–[11].
Figure 1(a) shows the number of new sessions in Spotify
within 1-hour intervals in a five-day period. The data has
been normalized by the total number of daily sessions in the
respective category, and the time in this figure is local time.
We observe a strong daily pattern and significant variation of
hourly arrival rates: the session arrival rate is lowest around
2 am, and increases sharply until 9-10 am, which we define
as the morning peak. After the morning peak, the arrival
rate drops slightly during the lunch break in weekdays. After
the lunch break, the session arrival rate increases again and
reaches the daily peak around 6-7 pm – the evening peak.
An interesting observation here is that the morning peak
of mobile sessions in weekdays is often one hour ahead of
desktop sessions, which we believe is because the Spotify
mobile app is often used while commuting. This hypothesis
can also explain the earlier evening peak of mobile sessions.
Another observation is the weekend effect: during weekends,
both the morning peak and lunch break dip of mobile sessions
disappear, and the “commuting effect” also disappears. For
desktop sessions, we find that the lunch break dip is noticeably
less pronounced than in weekdays.
The high variation of session arrival rates clearly indicates
that session arrivals in Spotify cannot be modeled as a homogeneous Poisson process. Thus, we hypothesize the session
arrivals in Spotify as a non-homogenous Poisson process,
which is a Poisson process with its rate parameter λ changing
over time. The expected number of events between time a and
time b is:
Z
λa,b =

b

λ(t)dt

(1)

a

To simplify our analysis, we postulate that λ(t) is constant in
small time intervals so that we can model session arrivals in
each interval as a homogenous Poisson process. This approach
has been used to model the traffic of various web systems [12].

Session arrivals in a time interval can be modeled as a homogenous Poisson process if the inter-arrivals are exponentially
distributed, and the arrivals are independent from each other.
We use the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) to fit
exponential distributions for session inter-arrivals, and the
fitting results are tested against the Kolmorogov-Smirnov test
with a significance level of 5%. We test session arrivals for
independence by examining if the inter-arrivals are from a
random sequence. For a random sequence, the
√ probability that
the autocorrelation at any lag exceeds 1.96/ n is below 5%,
where n is the number of samples in the sequence [12].
The percentage of exponential inter-arrivals and independent
session arrivals is above 95% for both the desktop and mobile
datasets of all countries (SE, UK, ES) with 10-minute interval.
For 1-hour intervals, the percentage of independent session
arrivals of some datasets can drop below 80%. The reason
some 1-hour intervals fail the independence test is that during
a certain time of a day, 1 hour is long enough for the daily
pattern to take effect (e.g., the morning peak) so the lag-1
autocorrelation of inter-arrivals can be significant.
B. Playback arrival
Besides session length, another important metric to measure
the user activeness in music streaming services is the number
of playbacks in a session. We define the total number of
playbacks in sessions that start in each hour as the hourly
playback arrival. As we have observed clear daily patterns
of session arrivals and session length, we wondered whether
the hourly playback arrivals also exhibit similar patterns. Note
that a playback does not necessarily generate traffic to the
servers, as a large fraction of tracks are cached locally and/or
transferred from P2P network [1].
Figure 1(b) shows the hourly playback arrivals together
with hourly session arrivals. The hourly playback arrivals
are normalized the same way as the hourly session arrivals.
For desktop users, we observe both the morning peak and
evening peak for playback arrivals. However, we find the
daily pattern of playback arrivals differs from that of session
arrivals. Take the Monday in Figure 1(b) as an example: the
morning peak of session arrivals contribute about 4.5% of total
daily sessions but generate nearly 8% of total daily playbacks.
This disproportionally high percentage of playbacks indicates
that morning sessions are more active in terms of number of
playbacks, which can be explained by the long session length
in the morning (Figure 2). The evening (or afternoon) peak
of playback arrivals is much less significant than the evening
peak of session arrivals, which in turn can be explained by
the shorter session length in the evening. In contrast, the
playback arrivals of mobile users match fairly well with the
hourly session arrivals. This means, unlike desktop sessions,
mobile sessions are similarly active in terms of number of
playbacks through the day. We believe this is due to the
different ways of Spotify users using the desktop and mobile
clients. For example, it is rare for mobile users to have very
long sessions in the morning, while many desktop users tend
to have “background music” during that time. The unmatched
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Fig. 2. Daily patterns of session length (Different vertical scales in figures).

arrivals of session and playback for desktop users indicates that
other metrics than the session arrival rates are also necessary
to accurately capture user activity or system workload.
C. Session length
Besides session arrival patterns, session length is another
key property for characterizing important properties such as
churn rates in P2P system. A particular question for us is
Does the session length distribution also exhibit daily patterns
like session arrivals? To answer this question, we compute
the median and the 3rd quartile of the length of new sessions starting in each hour, which is shown in Figure 2. An
interesting observation is that the length of desktop sessions
peaks in the morning and then decreases almost monotonously
until late night. The peak of session length matches fairly well
with the morning peak of session arrivals, which we believe
is because many users launch Spotify to have “background
music” at work. Our explanation is confirmed by the weekend
effect of session length: the morning peak of session length
appears in weekdays but disappears during the weekend. After
the morning, the session length of desktop users is very similar
in weekdays and weekends.
From Figure 2(b), we find that mobile sessions are much
shorter than for desktop sessions, and its morning peak of
session length is also much less significant than desktop
sessions. We also notice that the median mobile session length
exhibits small variation over time. However, we remark that
the number of mobile sessions is in fact much larger than the
number of desktop sessions, which suggests that the usage
pattern is dramatically different between desktop and mobile
users.
IV. U SER BEHAVIOR
In this section, we explore the behavioral patterns of individual Spotify users on multiple devices and single device,
respectively. Similarly to Section III, we present only the
results of the Sweden 2011 dataset unless otherwise stated.
A. Device switch patterns
Many users have Spotify client installed on multiple devices,
but it is not clear how they switch between those devices when
using Spotify. In this section, we focus on the device switching
behavior of several typical user groups: users with one desktop
and one mobile, users with two desktops (e.g., one at work
and the other at home) and one mobile, and users with three
desktops and one mobile. In addition, we examine the behavior

of users with two desktops and two mobiles as a comparison
to users with only one mobile.
We study the device switch behavior by measuring the
probability of users switching between different devices in
successive sessions. First, we rank the desktops and mobiles of
a user separately by the usage frequency (number of sessions)
of each device. Take a user with p desktops and q mobiles
as an example, the desktops and mobiles of that user are
ranked respectively as D1 ...Dp and M1 ...Mq based on usage
frequency, so we can have pairs of ranked devices used in
successive sessions (e.g., < D1 , M1 >). Then we can obtain
the device switch probability by repeating this process for all
users in our dataset.
Figure 3 illustrates the device switch probability of our
interested user groups. Firstly, we find that Spotify users
have strong “inertia” to continue successive sessions on both
the most frequently used desktop and mobile devices, but
the inertia on mobile devices is considerably bigger than on
desktop devices. Secondly, we find that the probability of
continuing the next session on the most used desktop and
mobile devices decreases insignificantly as the total number
of devices increases. Thirdly, we find that the probability of
continuing successive sessions on the same device is much
lower for less used desktops (D2, D3), while it is as high as
0.789 for the least used mobile (M 2). Last, we notice that
the probability of switching from a desktop to the most used
mobile is between 0.226 - 0.299. The lesser a desktop is used,
the higher the probability of switching to the most used mobile
for the successive session.
B. Favorite times of day
We now look into the temporal aspect of the multi-device
behavior in Spotify. In particular, we are interested in answering the questions Do users have favorite time of day to use
Spotify? Before diving into details, we first define the terms
that are used in the following analysis: favorite time is the
time period of a day during which the largest fraction of a
user’s sessions occur. Concentration ratio is the ratio between
the number of sessions occur in the favorite time and a user’s
total sessions. Long session time is the time period of a day
that a user has the longest average session length.
To find the favorite times of Spotify users, we first divide
equally the time of a day – 00-24h – into eight parts, and we
count the sessions of each user started in each part of a day.
Then, the favorite time for each user is the part of the day with
the most sessions. Figure 4(a) shows that concentration ratios
is quite high for large fraction of users. More than half of
desktop users have over 35% of their sessions in their favorite
times, and 30% for half of the mobile users. Another finding is
that the concentration ratio of mobile users is lower than that
of desktop users. We believe it is because mobiles have better
accessibility than desktops so users have more opportunities
to spread their mobile sessions across different times of a day.
From Figure 5(a), we find that the favorite times of large
fractions of both desktop and mobile users spread between 12
- 24 pm. The most popular favorite time for mobile users is
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between 15-18 pm, which is three hours earlier than the most
popular favorite time for desktop users (18-21 pm). We believe
this is because many Spotify users tend to use desktops rather
than mobiles after they arrive home in the evening.
We notice that the favorite time of a large fraction of users
is in the second half of a day, which is the time period when
many short sessions occur (Figure 2 in Sec. III). By comparing
the average length of sessions in the favorite time and that of
all sessions of a user, we find that for many users, the sessions
in their favorite times are much shorter than their sessions on
average, which is shown in Figure 4(b). After comparing the
average session length in different time periods of a day, we
find that for 92% of all users, their favorite times are different
than their long session times. The average session length in
the long session times of around 50% users are twice as long
as the average user session length, and four times as long as
the average user session length for about 20% users.
In contrast to the favorite time, we find that the long session
time of many desktop users are in the morning, while the long
session times of a smaller fraction of desktop users are in late
night or early morning, which is shown in Figure 5(b). The
distribution of long session time for mobile users is much more
even across day, with the lowest fractions occur in 3-6 am.

Fig. 7. Correlations of current session length and the successive downtime
on single device.

C. Correlations of successive sessions
Now we study the user behavior on single device. We
examine the correlation between the first session length, the
successive session length, and the successive downtime.
We adopt the approach used in [13] to study the correlation
of successive session length: a user with n sessions have n−1
consecutive sessions pairs. We group all session pairs of all
users by the length of the first session in each pair. Then, for
each group with the first session of length x, we compute the
median and mean length of second sessions. Figure 6(a) shows
an almost linear correlation between the length of consecutive
sessions for desktop users, which has also been observed in
Gnutella and Kad [13]. This suggests the length of the first
session an indicator for the successive session on the same
device. However, the large gap between the mean and median
values indicates high variations of the length of successive
sessions.
To study the correlation between session length and successive downtime, we analyze pairs of the length of first session
and the successive downtime. From Figure 7(a), we observe
that the median downtime increases as the uptime of session
length increases. Here we are particularly interested in the
short sessions, because such sessions are the main sources

of churn in a system. For sessions shorter than 15 minutes,
we observe a linear correlation of session length and the
successive downtime, which means many users return to the
system shortly after a short session.
Successive mobile sessions on the same device exhibit
similar correlations. Figure 6(b) shows the correlation between
the successive mobile session length. Since mobile sessions are
considerably shorter than desktop sessions, both the median
and mean values of successive session length converge quickly.
For sessions shorter than 6 minutes, the length of 50%
successive sessions are shorter than 4 minutes. Figure 7(b)
shows the correlation between the length of current session and
the successive downtime. The mean and median downtimes are
much shorter than desktop sessions, due to the much shorter
inter-arrival times of mobile sessions. For sessions of 2-8
minutes, 50% of the successive downtimes are less than one
minute! The peak of mean downtime when the session length
is around one minute is probably due to users open the Spotify
app accidentally, and then they quickly close the app. These
findings confirm the intuition that mobile users can generate
much higher churn rates than desktop users.
V. R ELATED W ORK
Many studies of P2P video streaming systems [3], [5]–[8],
[14] have been conducted in the past years. Session arrivals in
many P2P video streaming system [5], [7], [8] exhibit strong
daily patterns, and similar patterns have been observed in
individual video channels [6], [14]. Compared to Spotify, both
the morning peak and evening peak in P2P video streaming
systems arrive later: the morning peak of session arrivals in
these systems comes around lunch time, and the evening peak
arrives toward midnight. We believe these differences of the
peak times are caused by the types of content provided in
Spotify and those video streaming systems. For example, many
users listen to music in the morning but few watch movies.
Several studies [6]–[8] find that large fractions of user
sessions in individual video channels end within ten minutes,
which is significantly shorter than the sessions of desktop
users in Spotify. It is suggested [7] that the short sessions in
video streaming systems is due to impatience of users and the
“intro sampling” behavior. In addition, a measurement study
of peer lifetime in P2P video streaming system shows that the
median of peer lifetime is less than 20 minutes. A study [3] of
RealAudio traffic shows that the median user lifetime in sports
and talk shows stream channels is around 50 minutes, similar
to the median desktop session length in Spotify. A study [5]
of a mobile IPTV system find that the average session length
in each channel is around only 3 minutes caused by channel
surfing [15], and users tend to stay longer in a channel between
0-6 am, which is very different from the peak time of session
length (9-10 am) in Spotify.
Several studies [16]–[18] have pointed out that using multiple devices is increasingly common nowadays and mobile
phones are emerging as the primary computing devices for
some users. However, all these studies are based on datasets
and interview feedbacks collected from small groups of users.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to measure
the device switch probability in a very large user base.
Correlations between successive sessions in several P2P filesharing systems have been studied in [13], and in this study,
we take one step further by studying the correlation between
session length and downtime of successive sessions.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Spotify has gained worldwide popularity in the past few
years, but little has been published about the behavioral patterns of its users, or that in other music streaming systems. In
this paper, we study the user behavior in Spotify by analyzing a
large dataset collected between 2010 and 2011. We found that
in Spotify, not only session arrivals, but also session length and
playback arrivals exhibit daily patterns. For individual users,
we first studied the behavior of switching between desktop
and mobile devices for using Spotify. Second, we found that
Spotify users have their favorite times of day to access the
service. Third, we observed clear correlations between the
session length and downtime of successive user sessions on
single devices. Our findings greatly deepen the understanding
of user behavior in Spotify, and also provide new insights of
user behavior in other music streaming services.
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